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Change log 

draft 0.0 - original 

draft 0.1 - more detailed autopilot description 

draft 0.2 -  added this log history page 

changes for s/w version 1.001 

issue 1.0 -     added list of abbreviations 

added some autopilot debug parameters, some mispelled names corrected 

added s/w functional interfaces block schematic 

modified A/P mode transition logic figure 

some rewording 

changes for s/w version 1.002 

 

List of abbreviations: 

3D   Three dimension(al) 
A/C   Aircraft 
AFCS   Autopilot & Flight Control System 
Ail   Aileron 
A/P   Autopilot 
API   Application Programming Interface 
APPR/LAND  Approach and Land 
BGE, bge  Blender Game Engine 
BU   Blender Unit 
DoF   Degrees of Freedom 
Elev   Elevator 
HDG/ALT  Heading/Altitude 
NAV2PT, Nav2Pt Navigate to Point 
Rud   Rudder 
s/w        Software 
Thr, thr  Throttle 
TRK ACQ, trkAcq Track Acquire 
WP   Waypoint 
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1 - Pre-requirements 
 
The game needs a connected Joystick. The user should check, and eventually customize, the 
following  lines of code in the ACmodel.py script module: 
 

 
 
You can download from the following link a blender utility for finding the above information 
related to your Joystick: Joystick-calibration-utility. 
To date, the program has been run only on Windows: any feedback resulting from testing on other 
operating systems will be appreciated. 
 
 
2 - Quick start 
 
When you open the file for the first time, the splash-on screen appears similar to this: 

 
The 3D window presents a bottom othographic view and shows all the objects in the scene. 
Why bottom view? because, according to common conventions, the aircraft (A/C in the following) 
z-axis has been chosen to point downwards and the view has been aligned to it. The A/C local axes 

http://blenderartists.org/forum/showthread.php?250756-Joystick-calibration-utility.
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(more frequently called body-axes) are shown in the figure below, together with Blender world 
axes. The A/C body x-axis points forward ("exits" from the nose) and the y-axis exits from the right 
side of the fuselage. 
The A/C axes are also referred to with the names of the corresponding rotation angles: roll, pitch 
and yaw for x, y and z respectively. 
As a consequence of the "upside-down" view, and assuming that the ground is at zero altitude, the 
z-coordinates of the A/C, as well as those of the other Blender objects in the scene, will be in 

general negative. For example when the 
A/C flies at 5000 m., its z-coordinate in 
Blender is -5 (negative five) Blender Units 
(BU's). This must be taken into account in 
case the user wants to add objects to the 
scenery, (typically waypoints). 
The scale used in the simulation is such 
that 1 BU corresponds to 1 km in the "real" 
word. 
Notice that the A/C object does not 
conform to this scale; in fact, the A/C mesh 
has been heavily magnified in order to 
make its shape and its control surfaces 
clearly visible during the simulation. Its 
dimensions are in fact approximately 6 x 3 

BU's, corresponding to an (enormous!) aircraft 6 km long by 3 km wide. For the same reason, 
while the airport object has a quite realistic length (4 BU or 4 km) its width has been up-scaled 
enough to host the width of the "giant" aircraft. 
 
In the top right of the startup view is the "Release Notes" script, that summares the change 
history, the input commands available. The latter list can also be found in the appendix of this 
document. 
 
The two bottom windows are the logic editor (that we'll skip for the moment) and the outliner. In 
the latter are listed all the objects of the scene, i.e.: 
 

- the A/C (object name: "Aereo"); 
- an airport ("Airport"), and an Airport-Reference waypoint object ("WP.AirportRef") 

parented to it; 
- eight waypoints ("WP.000" to "WP.007"); 
- an A/C-following perpective camera ("Camera"); 
- a fixed othographic camera ("mapCam"); 
- a "black box" called "AFCS", which stands for Autopilot & Flight Control System 
- an object called "APModeLogic", with logic bricks implementing A/P mode logic 
- one lamp. 

 
All the objects share the same layer (layer one). 
 
During the simulation the perspective camera closely follows the A/C. In the default view mode 
the camera follows the aircraft but it is not parented to it, so it does not rotate with it. When the 
A/C points to North (Blender positive world X-axis) the camera is perfectly aligned with the aircraft 
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longitudinal axis from behind; when it points to South (negative X-axis) it exactly faces the 
airplane. This view mode is called "chase-view".  
If "cockpit view" is selected, the camera always stays behind and follows the aircraft, and also 
rotates with it. Actually it behaves exactly "as if" it were parented to the A/C object. However, it is 
not parented as usual because, in order to allow switching from one view (unparented) to the 
other (parented), and viceversa, it was necessary to calculate the position and the orientation of 
the camera programmatically both cases. To toggle between chase/cockpit views use the C-key. 
 
Tha "black box" object is used to store and update many properties (variables) that are necessary 
to the python simulation software. It has a number of game logic sensors, controllers and 
actuators attached to it. 
The APModeLogic object hosts logic bricks implementing the autopilot mode transition logic. 
Both of these objects are invisible during the simulation. 
 
The fixed orthographic camera steadily captures the entire scene from the top, thus providing an 
overall view of the position of the A/C with respect to the other objects, such as waypoints and 
airports. 
 
All of the above objects, including the aircraft, are static in Blender's vocabulary sense: i.e. their 
dynamic behaviour, including gravity, does not rely on Blender "physics", but on computations 
inside a python module named ACmodel.py, that can be normally opened (from the script list 
browser) in the text editor. 
The ACmodel.py module is the core of the system, where all the main functionalities of the flight 
simulator are concentrated. It implements the set of physical equations behind the simulation: the 
six degrees of freedom (DoF) rigid body equations of motion, the aerodynamic and propulsive 
forces and moments computations, the air data parameters calculations and the state variables 
integrations. 
All functionalities are organized in functions called in sequence by a scheduling main function. The 
module is obviously activated by a game logic python controller ("MainScheduler") triggered in 
turn by an always sensor ("Scheduler"). 
A block diagram of functional interfaces is reported in the appendix. 
 
 
3 - Preparation before launching the simulation 
 
3.1 Flight control surfaces  (see also: Flight control surfaces on wikipedia) 
Put your cursor in the 3D window, select perspective camera view (Numpad 0), then select full 
screen (ctrl-UP ARROW). You should see something like in this picture (you may see more or less 
objects, depending on the zoom level). 
The A/C is surrounded by a number of colored control surfaces, labeled with their names. 
So we have the primary control surfaces: the red ailerons, the green elevators and the blue rudder, 
whose colors have been chosen to act as a chromatic remind of the axis they control: red for x (or 
roll), green for y  (or pitch), blue for z (or yaw). 
The secondary control surfaces: the white flaps and the yellow airbrake. 
As Blender elements, the control surface objects are parented to the A/C object and rotate in real 
time while the simulation runs, in response to either Pilot or Autopilot (A/P in the following) 
commands. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_control_surfaces
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If you don't like to see any of the 
above objects displayed while 
the game runs, you can hide 
(some or all of-) them by making 
them invisible in the physics 
panel. 
 
 
3.2 Optimizing the view 
 
Now use the scroll wheel to 
adjust the zoom according to 
you preferences, ensure that 
the control stick is centered and 

the throttle lever is pushed fully forward  (corresponding to maximum engine thrust). Possibly turn 
on your loudspeakers. 
With the mouse cursor still in the 3D window press P: the game starts and you are in flight. In case 
you are not satisfied of the view, stop the game (ESC), make the appropriate corrections and 
restart. 
 
As a final remark before proceeding, remember that you can quite often recover from a 
uncontrollable situation by simply engaging the autopilot: push the throttle lever fully forward, 
press the ENTER key (or push the "striped" Joystick button) to engage the autopilot, and it will in 
most cases be able, after a short transient, to recover the A/C to a steady wing-leveled flight. Press 
the ENTER key or the striped button again to disengage the autopilot and resume manual control.  
The operation  of the autopilot will be described in a later paragraph. 
 
 
4 - Stabilizing the flight conditions (trimming the Aircraft) 
 
When the game is launched, the aircraft is in manual control mode: this means that it will respond 
to Joystick and Keyboard pilot command inputs: these inputs will directly affect the position of the 

control surfaces. 
The A/C is initially at an 
altitude of 1000 m, a 
speed of 150 m/s, in level 
flight, but it will not stay 
there for a long period: in 
fact it will soon point its 
nose down and dive to the 
ground, so you must do 
something to avoid 
crashing. To counteract 
this pitch down effect, you 
must pull gently your 
Joystick, avoiding lateral 
displacements as far as 
possible. You should 
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succeed in reporting the A/C in a more or less horizontal attitude. In doing this notice how the 
Joystick movement causes the elevators to deflect. 
 
To stabilize a given flight condition, the suggested "trimming" procedure is to achieve the desired 
attitude using the control stick, then gradually releasing it, and at the same time operating on the 
pitch trim switch (hat switch) with small corrections aimed at maintaining the desired condition. 
Be aware that with the currently available tools this stabilization is not very easy. This is because 
currently there are not adequate cockpit-like instruments to keep the relevant flight parameters 
under control. You will actually need to perform continuous small adjustments in order to 
maintain the altitude. 
However, in the absence of cockpit instruments (that will be hopefully introduced soon…) flight 
data information concerning some important flight parameters that must be surveilled during 
flight comes, for the moment, in the form of debug properties. 
 
The parameters that should be frequently, if not continuously, monitored during flight, in 
particular during manual flight, and their corresponding debug properties, are listed in the table 
that follows. 
First of all, always ensure that the parameters are  within their ranges. The system will help you a 
bit, by producing an acoustic warning when either the angle of attack exceeds 30°, (a situation 
that could lead to a stall) or the altitude is below 200 m. (i.e. too close to the ground). But this is 
not enough, since there are situations in which all parameters are within their allowed values, but 
their combination can be "dangerous". 
 

Physical Parameter Debug Property Range Units Notes 

altitude Aereo.h 0 - 12000 m  

throttle Aereo.throttle 0.1 - 1. -  

airpeed Aereo.airspd 60 - 300 m/s  

angle of attack (AoA) Aereo.alfa -2 - 30 deg  

climb/dive angle Aereo.gamma -20 - 20 deg  

 
 
5 - BASIC COMMANDS IN MANUAL MODE (Autopilot disengaged) 
 
Press B-key to toggle between turn coordination and basic aircraft modes. 
Turn coordination is engaged by default, so that to make a turn you only need to bank (roll) the 
aircraft by moving the Joystick, say, right, then returning it to its centered position: the aircraft will 
enter a coordinated turn without  any further action. When the desired heading has been reached 
move the Joystick left, to restore the horizontal attitude, then recenter. 
 
Use Numpad INS/ENTER to deflect the rudder left or right, respectively. When both keys are 
released, the rudder re-centers automatically. 
 
Throttle control is achieved via Joystick axis #3. 
 
Airbrake out/in with Keyboard page UP/DOWN; airbrakes are limited to 60°. 
Flaps can be extended and retracted with Keyboard O/I (mnemonics: Out/In) respectively. The 
amount of extension is progressively limited as long as the airspeed increases, being 0 when 
airspeed above 150 m/s). 
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6 - AUTOPILOT 
 
The Autopilot (A/P) overrides all manual controls of the control surfaces: when it is engaged 
pitch/roll Joystick movements will have no more effects on the A/C. 
The Autopilot has four possible operating modes, or states (not to be confused with blender logic 
states), described in the following paragraphs. Autopilot engagement and transitions from one 
state to another are obtained either from the Keyboard or from Joystick buttons. All possible 
transitions are shown in the figure below. 
 

AUTOPILOT MODE TRANSITION LOGIC 
(all Keyboard shortcuts have a Joystick button equivalent, see Appendix) 

 

 
 
When the A/P is engaged, whatever mode is active, the throttle lever acts as a "speed demand" 
control, and the autopilot will attempt to acquire and maintain the demanded speed by 
controlling the engine thrust and the airbrakes in combination. 
The autopilot also automatically commands flaps extension, thus overriding any manual flaps 
control. 
 
 
Debug properties related to Autopilot modes selection: 
 
AP_ModeLogic.AP_MODE, whose possible values are: "DISENGAGED", "ALT/HDG", 
"APPR/LAND", "TRK ACQ", "NAV2PT". 
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7 - Autopilot Modes 
 
The operation of the autopilot modes are described in the following subparagraphs. 
The autopilot is fully autonomous and does not need any particular attention apart, for example, 
selecting the desired route or altitude. Nevertheless it may be interesting to watch whether or not 
it does its job well. At the end of each paragraph we have listed the set of parameters that are 
relevant for the  selected mode, and their expected values. In all cases numerical values are valid 
provided that the speed demand is set to its maximum value, i.e. 300 m/s (i.e. AFCS.Vdem = 300), 
which can be obtained pushing the throttle lever fully forward. 
 
 
7.1 Heading/Altitude mode 
 
Engage/disengage the basic Autopilot in Heading/Altitude (HDG/ALT) acquire and hold mode with 
ENTER key or Joystick button #1. 
When this mode is engaged, the aircraft attempts to acquire and maintain the heading and the  
altitude demanded by the pilot. 
The altitude demand is varied with either Joystick hat switch UP/DN directions, or Numpad 
UP/DN arrows, while the heading demand is varied with either Joystick hat switch RIGHT/LEFT 
directions, or Numpad LEFT/RIGHT arrows. 
 
Debug properties to be monitored when HDG/ALT mode is activated: 
 
APModeLogic.AP_MODE, HDG/ALT when the mode is engaged 
AFCS.altDem,  altitude demand [m], increments/decrements under pilot's input 
AFCS.hdgDem,  heading demand [deg], increments/decrements under pilot's input 
AFCS.Vdem  airspeed demand [m/s], ranges from 60 to 300;  should respond to pilot's throttle inputs 
Aereo.h,   A/C altitude [m], should tend to AFCS.altDem to within a few meters 
Aereo.psi,  A/C heading [deg], should tend precisely to AFCS.hdgDem 
Aereo.dAB  airbrake position [deg], ranges in the interval  0°- 60° 
Aereo.dF  flaps position [deg], ranges in the interval 0°-30° if airpspeed<150m/s, otherwise 0° 

 
 
7.2 Track Acquire mode 
 
Engage/Disengage the Track Acquire (TRACK ACQ) Autopilot mode with the T key or Joystick 
button #2. 
The TRACK ACQ mode can be engaged provided that the autopilot is engaged. 
When this mode is active, the aircraft attempts to acquire and maintain an oriented route 
segment, in 3D space, between a couple of user-selected waypoints (WP's): the start (green) WP 
and the destination (red) WP. 
The user can progressively sweep consecutive WP pairs with the RIGHT ARROW key, thus 
changing the currently selected track, and this can be done also with the TRACK ACQ mode already 
engaged. 
The W-key reverses the order of the WP list, so that the routes can be run in both directions. 
When the A/C reaches the destination WP within 3 km, the next WP-pair is automatically selected, 
and the the new track is be acquired and held. 
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It the TRACK ACQ mode is engaged "past" the destination WP, the A/C will follow the virtual 
extension of the route segment, potentially pointing forever to the sky or to the ground. So this 
should be avoided unless the two active WP's share the same altitude. 
 
Any object in the scene can be used as a waypoint, provided its name begins with the 3-character 
string "WP." (WP dot). Waypoint objects are typically named WP.000, WP.001, etc. Some WP's 
(UV spheres) are already defined in the file. The airport reference object, having been named 
WP.AirportRef, is a waypoint too. 
Note that WP's are automatically sorted by name in the initialization phase. 
Waypoints blender z-coordinates should be negative (see par. 2), in the range 0. to -12 BU's, 
corresponding to "real world" altitudes between 0 and +12000 m. 
The climb slope between consecutive waypoints should not exceed 15°, corresponding 
approximately to a slope of 3/10. 
During waypoint navigation it is safe to set the throttle lever at its maximum setting (100%), 
corresponding to maximum speed demand. 
 
Debug properties to be monitored when TRACK mode is activated: 
 
APModeLogic.AP_MODE, TRACK ACQ when the mode is engaged 
AFCS.altDem,  current altitude demand [m], computed by the autopilot 
AFCS.hdgDem,  current heading demand [deg], computed by the autopilot 
AFCS.Vdem  airspeed demand [m/s], ranges from 60 to 300;  follows pilot's throttle inputs 
AFCS.dist2dest,  air distance to destination (red) waypoint, [m] 
AFCS.hdgErr,  heading error w.r.t. selected route [deg] (>0 pointing to the right of route) should tend to 0. 
AFCS.trackDist distance to the route [m] (>0 on the left of route), should tend to 0. 
Aereo.h,   A/C altitude [m], follows the trend of AFCS.altDem 
Aereo.psi,  A/C heading [deg], should tend precisely to AFCS.hdgDem 
Aereo.dAB  airbrake position [deg], ranges in the interval  0°- 60° 
Aereo.dF  flaps position [deg], ranges in the interval 0°-30° if airpspeed<150m/s, otherwise 0° 
 
 

7.3 Navigate to waypoint mode 
 
Engage/disengage the Navigate  to Waypoint (NAV2PT) Autopilot mode with the N key or Joystick 
button #3. 
The NAV2PT mode can be engaged provided that the autopilot is angaged. 
When the mode is active, the aircraft aims at the current destination "red" waypoint. 
When the destination WP is reached, the A/C will fly around it until the autopilot is disengaged or 
another mode is selected. 
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Debug properties to be monitored when NAV2PT mode is activated: 
 
APModeLogic.AP_MODE, NAV2PT when the mode is engaged 
AFCS.altDem,  current altitude demand [m], computed by the autopilot 
AFCS.Vdem  airspeed demand [m/s], ranges from 60 to 300;  follows pilot's throttle inputs 
AFCS.hdgDem,  current heading demand [deg], computed by the autopilot 
AFCS.dist2dest,  air distance to destination (red) waypoint, [m] 
Aereo.h,   A/C altitude [m], should tend to AFCS.altDem to within a few meters 
Aereo.psi,  A/C heading [deg], should tend precisely to AFCS.hdgDem 
Aereo.dAB  airbrake position [deg], ranges in the interval  0°- 60° 
Aereo.dF  flaps position [deg], ranges in the interval 0°-30° if airspeed<150m/s, otherwise 0° 

 
 
7.4 Automatic Approach and Landing mode 
 
Engage/disengage the Approach and Landing mode (APPR) Autopilot mode with the A key or 
Joystick button #0. 
The APPR/LAND mode can be engaged provided that the autopilot is engaged. 
When engaged, the aircraft will approach and automatically land on the Airport object, along a 
pre-defined 3° glide-slope path. First, the autopilot aligns the A/C along the descent trajectory. 
When the A/C is aligned and at a distance less than 10 km from the airport, it commands a low 
speed (overriding the throttle lever speed demand) and extends the flaps. 
 
Debug properties to be monitored when APPR/LAND mode is activated: 
In the following, "final landing phase" means: aircraft aligned to the landing route and distance to the airport < 10 km. 
APModeLogic.AP_MODE, APPR/LAND when the mode is engaged 
AFCS.dist2dest,  air distance to the airport, [m] 
AFCS.hdgErr,  heading error w.r.t. glide path [deg] (>0 pointing to the right of path), should tend to 0. 
AFCS.trackDist distance to the glide path [m] (>0 on the left of path), should tend to 0. 
AFCS.Vdem airspeed demand [m/s], follows pilot's throttle inputs; pilot's input are overridden by the A/P 

in the final phase, where airspeed demand is set to 60 m/s. 
Aereo.h,   A/C altitude [m], follows the trend of AFCS.altDem 
Aereo.airspd,  airspeed, [m/s]: should decrease below 60 m/s in the final landing phase. 
Aereo.gamma,  angle of descent [deg]: should be -3° in the final landing phase 
Aereo.dAB,  airbrake angle, [deg]: should extend in the final landing phase, then rectract  after slow down 
Aereo.dF,  flaps angle, [deg]: should extend up to 30° in the final landing phase 
Aereo.alfa,  angle of attack, [deg]: 9.° in the final phase 
Aereo.dE,  elevator angle, [deg]: -7.° in the final phase 
Aereo.throttle  throttle demand, [-]: 0.25 in the final phase 

================================================================================ 
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APPEDIX  
 

SUMMARY OF ACTIVE CONTROLS 
 
 

JOYSTICK: 

    axis #1 & #2              pitch/roll control 
    hat switch: 
           UP/DOWN        altitude datum adjust or pitch trim 
           RIGHT/LEFT    heading datum adjust or roll trim      
    axis #3:         throttle/speed control 
    button #0 (trigger):      toggle AUTO-APPROACH & LAND     
    button #1 (striped): toggle A/P ENGAGE 
    button #2:                    toggle TRACK ACQUIRE 
    button #3:                    toggle NAV TO POINT 
     
KEYBOARD KEYS: 
    ENTER                  toggle A/P ENGAGE 
    A                              toggle AUTO-APPROACH & LAND 
    B                              toggle coordinated/basic turn mode 
    C    toggle chase/cockpit view 
    I, O                           flaps IN/OUT 
    N                              toggle NAV TO POINT 
    T                               toggle TRACK ACQUIRE 
    W                              invert waypoints order 
    right arrow               increment active track segment 
    page UP/DN             airbrakes extend/retract 
 
NUMPAD KEYS: 
    Ins/Enter             increment/decrement rudder demand 
    right/left arrows    heading datum adjust 
    UP/DN arrows        altitude datum adjust 
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S/W FUNCTIONAL INTERFACES 


